Abstract Supernovae (SNe) and low-mass evolved stars eject elements synthesized in stellar interior to the interstellar space as solid particles, whereas dust grains are destroyed efficiently in SN shocks. A large fraction of interstellar dust must in fact be formed in dense clouds rather than being supplied by stellar sources. All of these processes in our Galaxy and nearby galaxies can be studied most effectively by imaging spectroscopy in the mid-to far-infrared instruments on board SPICA, only which allow us to investigate in detail the nature of dust grains as well as the abundance and physical conditions of gas species in the various regions in galaxies. This report summarizes the discussions of the science working group in Japan with the emphasis on investigations of the dust formation in stellar sources and dense clouds, and the material evolution in nearby galaxies that only SPICA can carry out.
Introduction
Matter evolves as it switches their whereabouts from solid to gas or gas to solid in the universe and the dust life cycle in the interstellar medium (ISM) plays a critical role in the evolution of the universe. The cycling and evolution of dust involve mass-loss or dust-ejection process from evolved stars, dust processing in the interstellar space, and star-formation process in dense regions. The dust supply rate from evolved low-mass (Asymptotic Giant Branch: AGB) stars is relatively well studied and thought to be a major stellar source for interstellar dust grain. Dust supply from supernovae (SNe) is estimated to be larger, if all the condensible material becomes solid particles. However, the fraction and composition of the dust formed in SNe presently remain uncertain (Tielens, 2005) . On the other hand, dust grains are destroyed very efficiently in the ISM by SN shocks (e.g. Jones et al., 1996) . A naive consequence of this mass balance of dust grains suggests that most ISM dust should be formed in the interstellar space, i.e., dense clouds (Seab, 1988; . However very little is known for dust formation in the ISM.
All of these processes relating to the transmigration of dust grains can be studied most efficiently in the infrared, in particular with the mid-to far-infrared (MIR to FIR) spectroscopy. SPICA will make a crucial contribution to the understanding of the dust life cycle in the ISM owing to its unprecedented sensitivity and spatial resolution in this spectral range (Nakagawa & Murakami, 2007; Swinyard et al., 2009 ). In the following the discussion of the ISM science working group in Japan is summarized, concentrating on six particular topics rather than reviewing all possible items in the shopping list.
Dust formation in massive stars
SNe are the major supplier of heavy elements to the ISM and supposed to be a main dust supplier if all the condensible elements are taken into solid particles (Tielens, 2005) . Recent detection of dust in high redshift objects suggests a high efficiency of dust formation in SNe (> 0.1M per SN), which is also supported by theoretical predictions (e.g. Todini & Ferrara, 2001; Nozawa et al., 2003) . Latest observations of SNe with Spitzer and AKARI, however, all indicate that the amount of dust grains formed in SN ejecta is much smaller than the expectation (e.g. Kotak et al., 2009 , indicating the multi-component nature of the IR emission. Sakon et al. (2009) attribute it to the emission from dust formed in the ejecta (hot component) and that from circumstellar dust formed prior to the SN explosion (warm component), deriving the dust mass in the ejecta to be 6.9 ± 0.5 × 10 −5 M . This result indicates that the dust formed in the pre-SN phase may have a comparable contribution to the dust supply to that of SNe and should be investigated in detail. It should be noted, however, that because of the presence of the warm component and the lack of observations longer than 10 μm, there is still a possibility of undetected "warm" dust in the ejecta and "cold" dust in the circumstellar region. These observations of SNe indicate the importance of a wide spectral coverage in the MIR to FIR to correctly estimate the dust mass. Also it should be stressed that high spatial resolution is crucial to separate the contribution from the mother galaxy.
SiO molecule fundamental emission in 7.7-9.5 μm has been detected in SN 1987A (Roche et al., 1991; Wooden et al., 1993) and more recently in SN 2005af (Kotak et al., 2006) . Kotak et al. (2009) reported the detection of the silicate emission for the first time in addition to the SiO fundamental in SN 2004et. The presence of SiO molecule is directly linked to the silicate dust formation and high spectral resolution observations of the SiO fundamental emission with SPICA will be very interesting to understand the silicate formation process in SNe as well as CO fundamental at 4.5-4.7 μm (see next section).
We propose to make systematic monitoring observations of several (> 5) SNe in nearby galaxies (< 25 Mpc) with MIR to FIR imaging spectroscopy of SPICA to study dust formation process and dust properties (mass and composition) in SN ejecta. Based on the brightness of SNe so far observed, we should be able to observe these nearby SNe within 1-2 years after the explosion. High spectral resolution spectroscopy in 4-10 μm of CO and SiO fundamentals will also provide significant information on the dust formation process.
Observations of supernova remnants
While monitoring observations of SNe will provide us with a great deal of information on the dust formation process, the occurrence of SNe cannot be predicted and their location may not be suitable to the SPICA visibility for longterm monitoring. Supernova remnants (SNRs) provide an alternative stable target to study dust grains associated with SN explosion as well as dust destruction process in SN shocks. IR emission from SNRs in our Galaxy suffers severe confusion and high spatial resolution in FIR is indispensable to extract the IR emission from SNRs.
IR emission associated with SN ejecta has been reported only for a handful of SNRs (e.g. Ghavamian et al., 2009, references therein) . The total mass of the dust associated with SNRs is also much less than 0.1M (e.g. Rho et al., 2008) . It is also not an easy task to separate the contribution of the emission of dust in the SN ejecta from that of dust in the circumstellar region. Figure 2 shows AKARI images of SNR G292.0+1.8 (Lee et al., 2009 ). The dust emission from the SN ejecta is clearly seen in the 15 to 24 μm band ratio image (right figure), suggesting the presence of a characteristic dust feature in this spectral range and the significance of multi-band observations. In fact the IRS spectroscopy indicates the presence of a broad feature around 18 μm at the ejecta position of G292.0+1.8 (Ghavamian et al., 2009) . A similar broad feature in 18-24 μm has also been reported for other SNRs (Tappe et al., 2006; Rho et al., 2008 Rho et al., , 2009b A broad feature around 22 μm has been reported in the Carina nebula and other massive star-forming regions, suggesting a possible connection of the broad feature to dust grains formed in SNe (Chan & Onaka, 2000; . Figure 3 shows a comparison of the spectrum of the Carina nebula with those of Cas A and Sharpless 171 star-forming region . While the Cas A feature peaks at a shorter wavelength and the profile is not exactly the same, they could be accounted for by the same dust species with the different shape distribution, which may result from dust processing.
The first overtone CO emission around 2.3 μm has been detected in several SNe, while Rho et al. (2009a) report its first likely detection in Cas A. Detection of CO molecule in SNe and SNRs is significant since theoretical investigations suggest a possibility of direct condensation of carbon dust without forming CO in a rapidly cooling gas of SN ejecta (Clayton et al., 1999 (Clayton et al., , 2001 . If CO molecule is formed, then the production efficiency of carbon dust will be largely reduced. High spectral resolution observations of CO fundamental around 4.5-4.7 μm with SPICA are thus quite important to understand the dust formation process and to derive the physical conditions in ejecta. As in observations of SNe, spectroscopy in a wide spectral range from MIR to FIR is crucial for observations of SNRs because of the multi-component nature and the presence of line emission and dust features in SNR spectra. Whereas FIR observations are indispensable to search for the cold dust component, high spatial resolution is needed to avoid confusion of overlapping emission in the line-ofsight and extract the IR emission from the ejecta. We propose to make MIR to FIR imaging spectroscopic observations of about 50 SNRs that will have been known to show IR emission with SPICA to study the nature of dust formed in SN ejecta. Analysis of the spectral energy distribution of the IR emission in MIR to FIR allows us to study the interaction with the surroundings and the dust processing in SNe (Seok et al., 2008) . High spectral resolution observations of the CO fundamental in 4.5-4.7 μm will also be interesting.
Dust supply from low-mass evolved stars
Mass-loss process in AGB stars and PNe has been studied extensively in the IR. However the initiation of the massloss flow near the photosphere and the relation between the dust formation and the pulsation are not yet fully understood (e.g. Höfner, 2009 ). FIR observations of dust shell around low-mass evolved stars show that the massloss is not steady as usually assumed, but is rather sporadic (e.g. Izumiura et al., 1997 Izumiura et al., , 2009 . FIR observations of finer spatial resolution will certainly enable much more detailed investigations on the history of mass-loss, leading to an accurate estimate of the dust supply rate from low-mass evolved stars.
Detection of carbon stars with oxygen-rich dust shells indicates the transition from oxygen-rich to carbon-rich atmosphere in AGB stars (Willems & de Jong, 1986) . High spatial resolution MIR spectroscopy of a planetary nebula with the Subaru telescope in fact reveals the presence of a silicate dust shell right outside the carbon-rich shell (Matsumoto et al., 2008a) . Ground-based telescope has poor sensitivity for the diffuse emission in the MIR, which prevents us from making a further detailed study. SPICA will extend the study, making a significant step to the understanding of mass-loss process during the transition in chemistry of the atmosphere owing to its high sensitivity to the diffuse emission and its good spatial resolution comparable to large ground-based telescopes in the MIR.
To understand mass-loss and dust formation in lowmass evolved stars, we propose to make MIR to FIR high spatial resolution imaging spectroscopy of about 30 AGB stars and planetary nebulae with SPICA. This study also allows us to investigate the possible formation of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), which are thought to be responsible for the unidentified infrared (UIR) bands ubiquitously seen in the ISM (e.g. Onaka et al., 1996) , in carbon stars. High spectral resolution observations in MIR are important to significantly advance our understanding of "MOLsphere" detected in AGB stars by ISO observations (Tsuji, 2000) and its relation to mass-loss process.
Material Circulation in our Galaxy
To obtain a correct view of the distribution of dust-supplying stellar sources in our Galaxy we propose to make a MIR Galactic plane survey with SPICA. The proposed survey consists of imaging and spectroscopic observations. Spitzer GLIMPSE survey (Benjamin et al., 2003) has a detection limit of 0.5mJy at 4.5 μm (Robitaille et al., 2007) . It is also confused with sources in the Galactic plane. The flux of red clump stars at the other edge of the Galactic disk is estimate to be about 70 μJy at 5 μm, including the interstellar extinction. The source density down to this flux level is extrapolated from GLIMPSE data (Benjamin et al., 2005) to be 0.2 source in one arcsec 2 . Therefore SPICA survey will not be limited by confusion. Detection of a 70 μJy source at 5 σ can be reached in a net integration time of 3 s with MIRACLE. Ergo, the imaging survey to detect all red clump stars in our Galaxy can be completed in a relatively short time if an efficient survey capability of SPICA is equipped. For the imaging survey we propose to cover the region of −90
• . We also propose to make about 10 repeated observations to investigate the time variability. The imaging survey will provide us with the structure of our entire Galaxy, including the bar, bulge, and arms and the distribution of dust-supplying sources in our Galaxy. We expect to detect one billion sources in this survey.
The spectroscopic survey makes use of the multi-slit of MIRACLE and obtains spectra in the region of −60
• < l < +60
• and −1
With the net integration time of 3 s per slit position, we will reach 600 μJy (5 σ) SPICA joint European/Japanese Workshop 03007-p.3 at 5 μm. Again we need an efficient slit scan capability with MIRACLE on SPICA. The spectroscopic survey is expected to detect one million sources, including very luminous red objects, which allows us to obtain the complete distribution of mass-losing massive stars in our Galaxy for the first time. It will also provide a complete diffuse emission map of the Galactic plane. Combining the results of this survey with the detailed study of SNe, SNRs, and low-mass evolved stars, we will be able to understand the contribution of each stellar source to the interstellar dust at every position of the inner part of our Galaxy.
Material Circulation in Nearby Galaxies
The study of the material circulation based on the dust cycle can be extended to the investigation on the material evolution in external galaxies. Observations of external galaxies further allow us to study the plasma interaction with dust grains, whose study is hampered severely by emission from the Galactic plane in observations of our Galaxy. In fact observations of elliptical galaxies associated with intense X-ray emission indicate different appearance of the UIR bands, in which the usually strong 6.2 and 7.7 μm band emissions become weak or absent compared to the 11.3 μm band emission . Similar variations in the PAH bands have also been reported in the interarm region of NGC6946 (Sakon et al., 2007) and the halo of M82 (Galliano et al., 2008) , suggesting that the variations can be attributed to the plasma processing of the band carriers.
In this regard, the properties of dust grains in the halo region need to be explored in detail. Figure 4 shows the 7 μm image (green) of M82 taken by AKARI/IRC superposed by the Hα emission image (red) from the SINGS dataset (Onaka & Salama, 2009 ). It clearly shows that the 7 μm emission is distributed over the Hα emission up to several kpc from the galactic disk. The AKARI 7 μm image is supposed to be dominated by the UIR band emission. In fact the 17 μm UIR band complex is detected in the extended emission by Spitzer/IRS (Engelbracht et al., 2006) . Since the UIR band carriers should be destroyed efficiently in harsh environments, how they are brought and survive there is an important issue for the understanding of the dust life cycle in galaxies. The presence of the UIR band emission in the outflow from the galactic disk has also been detected in another dwarf galaxy NGC1569 by AKARI observations, where the band carriers are likely to be produced in shocks by the fragmentation of large carbonaceous grains (Matsumoto et al., 2008b) .
Survival of the UIR band carriers should be investigated relative to the abundance of sub-micron dust grains to scrutinize the variation in the dust size distribution. Hence, FIR observations of extended structures of galaxies with similar spectral resolution are indispensable. Figure 5 shows the AKARI 90 μm image with the ROSAT/HRI Xray contours of NGC253 . It indicates (Onaka & Salama, 2009) . The Hα data are obtained from the SINGS project (Kennicutt et al., 2003) . The image size is 10 × 10 .
FIR excess emission at both ends of the upper galactic halo, which is associated with X-ray emission. Dust grains that emit FIR excess radiation must have been entrained by the galactic outflow and survive for several tens Myr at most . The spectral energy distribution from MIR to FIR provides us with crucial information on the variation in the dust size distribution in extended structures. Similar studies for the extended structure seen in the MIR of M82 and NGC1569, however, require much higher spatial resolution and better sensitivity in the FIR. .
SPICA joint European/Japanese Workshop
Halos of external galaxies provide unique physical conditions, where dust destruction process in the plasma environment can be investigated intensively with MIR and FIR observations, while observations nearly face-on galaxies enable us to study the role of individual objects, such as, HII regions, molecular clouds, and galaxy nuclei, in the dust life cycle in the universe without being confused by other sources. We propose to make imaging spectroscopic observations of 50-100 nearby galaxies in the MIR to FIR with SPICA and study the dust life cycle in the universe, including the feedback from nuclear activities, the effect of merging on material evolution, the origin and evolution of carbonaceous and silicate grains. High spatial resolution imaging spectroscopy in the MIR and FIR is also useful to study emission lines of gas species from the various regions in galaxies (e.g. Negishi et al., 2001 ).
Dust formation in dense interstellar clouds
Dust formation in dense clouds has not been studied in detail yet. A laboratory study suggests a possibility of silicate formation in cold environments (Nuth & Moore, 1988) , but it is still quite uncertain what kind of dust will indeed grow in dense clouds. Here we discuss a model of dust species that could be formed in dense ISM and emphasize the importance of spectroscopy in 20-50 μm for the study of the ISM dust. Bradley (1994) and Bradley et al. (1999) suggest an interesting possibility that "glass with embedded metal sufides" (GEMS) grains found in interplanetary dust particles (IDPs) are a good ISM dust analog. GEMS contains sulfur, which is not depleted in the diffuse ISM (Savage & Sembach, 1996) . However sulfur is largely depleted in dense clouds (Joseph et al., 1986) , suggesting that dust formed in dense regions may contain sulfur as GEMS. Keller et al. (2002) indicate that GEMS in IDPs have characteristic band features in the 20-30 μm region. Figure 6 shows the absorption efficiency of MgS and FeS grains with a spherical shape and a shape distribution. MgS grains have a broad feature around 30 μm, whereas FeS grains show several band features in 20-50 μm. Broad features around 30 μm have been observed in a number of carbon stars, which have been successfully accounted for by MgS grains . To our knowledge a similar broad 30 μm feature in the ISM has so far been detected only towards the Galactic center (Chan et al., 1997) . The spectral region in 20-50 μm has not been explored with sensitive instruments and contains a number of interesting solid features untouched. We propose to make high-sensitivity spectroscopy in MIR to FIR of dense cloud regions to investigate the dust species formed there with the SPICA instruments.
High sensitivity spectroscopy with medium spectral resolution also enables us to detect a number of emission lines from ions, atoms, and molecules in dense regions. A recent study of Spitzer observations indicates a large abun- (CDE) with the weight on spherical shape (Ossenkopf et al., 1992) , while the dotted lines show those of spherical grains. The optical data are taken from Begemann et al. (1994) .
dance of silicon in the gas phase, suggesting the presence of Si-bearing dust species other than silicates (Okada et al., 2008) and the importance of IR gas spectroscopy in dense star-forming regions . The proposed study will give us a complete view of dust and gas chemistry in the ISM that has not been unveiled and open up a new research field in astronomy.
Summary
The dust life cycle in the ISM is a key process for the material evolution in galaxies and the universe. The study of the dust and gas properties in the various ISM environments requires sensitive and high spatial resolution observations in 10-200 μm, where a number of important solid features as well as emission lines from gas species reside. For this study, the medium resolution spectroscopy (R ∼ 1000) and imaging of a wide field-of-view (∼ a few arcminute) are required to investigate extended objects and obtain the spectral energy distribution and line and band features. High spatial resolution, particularly in the FIR, is indispensable. Efficient survey capability is required for the MIRACLE Galactic plane survey. Higher resolution spectroscopy in the MIR adds unique information on this study. SPICA provides the facility with the unprecedented sensitivity in this spectral range. The proposed study will unveil the origin, processing, and death of dust grains in the universe, providing us with a completely new view of interstellar dust grains.
